Valentine’s CONTEST REGULATIONS
1. Organization: The company organizing this promotion is ONLY-APARTMENTS, SA, Av.
Drassanes 6-8, pl 15, 08001 Barcelona, CIF: A64425986
2. Dates of the promotion: The contest will open on February 8th, 2016 at 08:00h (8am), and
close on February 14th, 2016 at 23:59h (11:59pm).
3. Participation: participation will take place through the Only-apartments blog
(http://blog.only-apartments.es).
Participation is restricted to people of legal age. Only-apartments employees, collaborators,
and their immediate relatives are not allowed to participate.
4. Mechanics of the promotion: to participate, users will have to visit the blog and answer the
contest question by entering their data into the corresponding form.
Only-apartments will choose a winner at random from among all participants who answer the
question correctly.
5. Prizes: The prize consists in a 2 (two) night stay for a maximum of 2 (two) people at an
apartment from the Only-apartments website in the winner’s destination of choice from
among Rome, Paris, or Barcelona + a pack of two different exclusive romantic activities for
each destination.
The price is to be redeemed between March 1st, 2016 and May 31st, 2016, excluding all
festivities and bank holidays.
The activity packs consist in:
Rome:



Dinner for 2 people at Al 59 Restaurant with a set menu. Prosecco and water included.
Anything else is not included.
A 3 hour long tour on a Fiat 500 with Rome 500 experience for 2 people, no driver
provided, to be redeemed during the morning.
(*To be able to redeem the tour prize the driver must be able to drive a stick shift and
be in possession of a valid European or international driver’s license.)

Paris:


A romantic night tour by car with Paris Authentic.



A dinner/wine tasting at Ô Chateau Restaurant (set menu).

Barcelona:




A bike tour for two people, including a tapas tasting with Budget Bikes.
Dinner for two people at Igueldo Restaurant with a set menu.

The winner will have to redeem the activities during the course of his stay at the apartment
provided by Only-apartments.
The prize is personal and non-transferable. The specific conditions of the apartment will apply.
Once the apartment is booked, it will not be possible to change the dates.
6. Winner: The winner will be a participant chosen at random from among all those who have
correctly answered the question, as long as all requirements detailed in the “Participation”,
“Dates of the promotion” and “Mechanics of the promotion” sections are met.
7. Publication of the winner’s name: The notification and publication of the winner’s name
will be carried out during the subsequent 15 days following the closing of the contest through
the blog and Facebook and Twitter profiles of Only-apartments. Furthermore, Onlyapartments will contact the winner by email at the email address provided in the form.
It is the sole responsibility of the winner to get in touch with Only-apartments by replying to
their email within 7 days from the date of receipt. Should Only-apartments not receive an
email from the winner during the following 7 days; a new winner will be chosen.
The winner agrees to his name being published on all social media profiles and blog of Onlyapartments.
7. Awarding of the prize:
Once the winner decides on the period in which to travel, Only-apartments will provide a
listing of available apartments so that the winner can choose his favorite. The winner will
select the apartment and Only-apartments will manage the booking. The winner is exempt
from any additional expenses: cleaning, fees, or child supplements. However, the specific
conditions of the apartment will apply; thus, if the apartment requires payment of a deposit,
the latter will be borne by the prize winner.
Moreover Only-apartments will facilitate the contact details of the companies involved in the
romantic activities so that the winner can make prior reservations to enjoy the activities during
his stay.
The winner will be entitled to renouncing the prize but in no case will he be entitled to
exchanging it for a different prize or for its monetary value.
8. Use of personal data: In compliance with the corresponding Constitutional Law 15/1999 of
Dec 13th about the Protection of Personal Data and the Royal Legislation Act 1720/2007 of
Dec 21st which approves the Regulation implementing the Data Protection Act, the
participants in this promotion whose data is provided can be incorporated in the
corresponding automated data base of Only-apartments.com. The mentioned data will be
used to identify all participants as users of Only-apartments.com as well as for the commercial
use (over the phone, per SMS, email and other means of communication), generally or tailored
to their personal characteristics. Only-apartments reserves the right to use pictures that were
submitted for the contest for controlled Marketing Campaigns. In any given moment the rights
of opposition, access, rectification and cancellation of personal data can be executed at no

cost. For this our customer service has to be contacted via email info [at] onlyapartments.com.
The winners can forfeit the prizes, however in no case may the prizes be exchange for a
different one or given in cash.
In participating in the contest, you are agreeing to the terms and conditions, in the case that
winners do not accept or forfeit the prize, Only-apartments will be free from fulfilling its
obligations to that participant.
Only-apartments is the organization responsible for the promotion, any incident not
contemplated in these rules, shall be resolved in final form by ONLY-APARTMENTS, SA
9. Governing law: In matters that are not provided in these terms, the competition becomes
subject of the Spanish legislation of the moment it has been carried out. Through their
participation in a Facebook, Instagram and Twitter promotion, the participants accept that the
published names in the media will be shared and visible for other users of Facebook, Instagram
and Twitter without their privacy being violated. The participation in a competition of this
nature implies the acceptance of the terms of Facebook where this competition is carried out.
10. Acceptance of terms: The participation in this promotion implies a complete acceptance of
the terms, as well as criteria chosen by Only-apartments.com in regards of the resolution of
any interpretation of them
11. Reservations and Limitations
Only-apartments has the right to make changes that result in the successful conclusion of the
contest, with just cause, continuing the contest with the rules under consideration.
Only-apartments reserves the right to defer or enlarge the period of the contest and the
power to interpret these legal bases.
Only-apartments reserves the right to terminate its understanding of those aspects not
covered by these rules.
12. Other Rules of Use
Offensive, insults, threats, profanity, degrading content or insults towards members of the
community or to our products and service, trademarks or team will not be accepted.

